BO GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL
2017 MATERNAL HEALTH DATA
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22% OF MDOC OCCURRED IN TEENAGERS

31% OF MDOC ARRIVED WITH REFERRAL SYSTEM

38% MET NEED FOR EMOC IN BO GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL IN 2017 (3.622 EXPECTED MDOC IN BO DISTRICT)

1.5% DIRECT OBSTETRIC FATALITY RATE (<1% WHO TARGET)
MAKENI GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL
2017 MATERNAL HEALTH DATA

185 DELIVERIES MONTHLY AVERAGE
141 IN 2016

Start UNFPA Project

Total Deliveries

©UNFPA/A.Berti
22% of MDOC occurred in teenagers

21% of MDOC arrived with referral system

28% met need for EMOC in Makeni Government Hospital in 2017 (3.816 expected MDOC in Bombali District)

1.7% direct obstetric fatality rate (<1% WHO target)
PCMH
2017 MATERNAL HEALTH DATA

571
DELIVERIES MONTHLY AVERAGE

450
IN 2016

Start UNFPA Project

Total Deliveries
16% OF MDOC OCCURRED IN TEENAGERS

40% OF MDOC ARRIVED WITH REFERRAL SYSTEM

39% MET NEED FOR EMOC PCMHI IN 2017 (9,439 EXPECTED MDOC IN WESTERN AREA DISTRICT)

1.3% DIRECT OBSTETRIC FATALITY RATE (<1% WHO TARGET)
BONTHE GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL
2017 MATERNAL HEALTH DATA

**Deliveries Monthly Average**

UBC Hospital in Matrunu: 464 deliveries attended in 2017

**22 Deliveries Monthly Average in 2016**

**18 Deliveries Monthly Average in 2017**

Start UNFPA Project
24% of MDOC occurred in teenagers

18% met need for EMOC UBC + BGH in 2017 (1,262 expected MDOC in Western Area District)

62% of MDOC arrived with referral system

2,4% direct obstetric fatality rate in BGH (<1% WHO target)